Nitrobenzene derivatives are widely used as reactional intermediates in the synthesis of many chemicals in medicine, industry, and agriculture. This study is based on four synthesized nitrobenzene derivatives which crystal structures have been determined. As it is known, nitro compounds as well as their metabolites are hazardous chemicals, harmful for human and environment. Some of them have mutagenic or carcinogenic activity and others can cause aquatic species growth inhibition. So, for a best use of these new compounds, we have decided to have a best insight of their possible toxicity. An important field of predictive toxicity is the development of quantitative structure toxicity relationship (QSTR) for modeling chimicals toxicity.
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Applications of such mathematical models are numerous and increasing because results of QSTR are closed to those obtained experimentally. Two series of nitro compounds which exhibit toxicity, particularly carcinogenic activity (TD50) and growth inhibitory activity (IG50) were used as targets for a mathematical model building. calculations of descriptors were then performed over all the molecules, both the synthesized ones and those used for the model building, after minimizing their structure with CS MOPAC Pro software using semi-empirical Austin Model 1 (AM1) algorithm. Quantitative structure-toxicity 
